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$[4][\mathrm{r}o]$ . , $\theta(s^{\backslash })$ .
$\mu,$ $>3$ , , $(0, \pi)$
Nekrasov’seq. .






(1.2) 1 . , 2 .
Toland[6] $\mu$. $arrow\infty$ (1.1) , (1.2.}
. Xxiick et a1.[2] $\theta(s)$ $(0, \pi]$ ,
$1\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}1_{s\downarrow 0}}\theta(.\mathrm{s}^{\tau})=\pi/6$ . (1.2)
, – . (
[7], [8] $)$ .
, Nekrasov’s eq. $\mathit{0}\mathrm{J}$
( [3]). , Stokes .
2




1: The shape of $\theta(s)$ .
2: The wave profiles.
2.1 , $\theta(s)$
$0\leq\underline{\theta}(s)\leq\theta(s)\leq\overline{\theta}(s)$ ,






$\leq\frac{1}{3\pi}\oint_{0}^{\pi}\frac{\sin s}{\zeta j\mathrm{o}\mathrm{s}s-\cos t}.\cdot\log(\oint_{0}^{t}\sin(1_{w<s}\cdot\theta(w)+1_{u\prime\geq \mathrm{S}}\cdot\overline{\theta}(w))dw)dt$.
$= \frac{1}{6\pi}.\int_{\{)}^{\pi}\mathrm{r}\cdot.\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\frac{t}{2}\cdot\log(\frac{\int_{0}^{\pi-|s+t-\pi|}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{I}1(1_{w<s}\cdot\theta(w)+1_{w\geq s}\cdot\overline{\theta}(\uparrow()))clw}{\int_{0}^{|s-t|}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}11(1_{u’<s}\cdot\theta(w)+1_{?l\geq s}\cdot\overline{\theta}(w))dw},)\iota f_{l}t$
$= \frac{1}{\mathrm{C}\pi}\oint_{0}^{7\Gamma}\cot\frac{t}{2}\cdot\log(1+\cdot\frac{\int_{|s-t|}^{\pi-|s+t-\pi|}\mathrm{s}^{\mathrm{Y}}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{I}1}(1_{w<s}\cdot\theta(w)+1_{w\geq s}\cdot\overline{\theta}(v)))dw}{\int_{0}^{1\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\langle s,|s-t|\rangle}\mathrm{I}1\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{I}1}\theta(w)dw+\int_{\mathrm{r}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{i}_{11}(s,|s-t|)}^{|s-t|}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{I}1}\overline{\theta}(\cdot w)du)})dt$
$\leq\frac{1}{6\pi}.\oint_{0}^{\pi}\cot\frac{t}{2}\cdot\log(1+\frac{\int_{|s-t|}^{\pi-|s+\ell-\pi_{1}^{\mathrm{i}}}\mathrm{b}^{\tau}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{I}1}\overline{\theta}(w)dw}{\int_{0}^{\mathrm{r}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}(s,|s-t|)}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{I}1}\underline{\theta}(w)dw+\int_{\Pi 1\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{I}1}\langle s,|s-t_{\mathrm{I}}^{1}\rangle}^{|s-t|}\mathrm{i}^{1}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\overline{\theta}(\cdot w)dvJ},)clt$.




(3.1) 0.0005 $\cdot 1_{s\leq\pi/2}\leq\theta(s.)\leq\pi/2$ ,
. $1_{I4}$ $A$ 1 , 0
. , .
[1] $t$ . .
3.1 $0<\mathrm{e}9\leq\pi/2$ $6^{\backslash }$ $\theta(s)\geq 0.0005$
$a\leq 0.99\cdot\pi/2$ $0<s\leq a$ $s$ $\theta(s)\geq 0.0005$
. Axnick et a1.[2] $\lim_{s\downarrow 0}\theta(s)=\pi/6$ . $a$
.







$0<s\leq\pi/2$ $s$ $\theta(s)\geq 0.0005$ .
, .
, (3.1) , 2.1
.
$J$ t
$J( \phi, \varphi)(s.)=\frac{1}{6\pi}.\int_{0}^{1}s\cot\frac{st}{2}\cdot\log(1+\frac{\int_{1-t}\mathrm{s}^{\backslash }\mathrm{i}|1+t-\frac{\pi}{s}|\mathrm{n}.\phi(\mathrm{b}^{1}t\mathit{1}j)d-.\cdot w\frac{\pi}{\mathit{8}}}{\int_{0}^{1-t}\mathrm{s}^{\neg}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{I}1}\varphi(5?f\prime)d\iota v})dt$
$+ \frac{1}{6\pi}.\oint_{\frac{s}{\pi}}^{1}\frac{5}{t^{\mathit{2}}}.(,\cdot \mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\frac{s}{2t}\cdot\log(1+\frac{\int_{-1}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}_{11}\phi(\mathrm{s}^{\urcorner}\prime w)du\prime\frac{\pi}{\frac t1\mathrm{s}}-|1+\frac{1}{t}-\frac{\pi}{s}|}{\int_{0}^{\min(\frac{1}{t}}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}_{11}\varphi(sw)dw+\int_{\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}_{11}(1,-1)}^{--}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{I}1}\phi(su))cl?lJ1,-1)\frac{1}{\dagger}1\frac{1}{t}},.)dt$,
,











$(s)=\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}(\overline{\theta}_{k}.(s.),$ $J(\overline{\theta}_{k}., \underline{\theta}_{\mathrm{A}}.)(s))$ ( $=0,1,$ $\cdots$ ),
$\underline{\theta}_{\mathrm{A}\cdot+1}(s)=\iota 11\mathrm{a}\mathrm{x}(\underline{\theta}_{k^{\mathrm{v}}}(s),$ $J(\underline{\theta}_{k}., \overline{\theta}_{k}.)(s))$ $(k=0,1, \cdots)$ .
$7l$ , $g(15^{1})$ $0\leq s\leq\pi$ , $\mathrm{A}^{\backslash }$. $\geq n$
$. \frac{\overline{\theta}_{k+1}-\underline{\theta}_{\mathrm{A}\cdot+1}}{g(s)}\leq.\frac{J(\overline{\theta}_{k}.,\underline{\theta}_{k})(g^{1})-J(\underline{\theta}_{k},\overline{\theta}_{k})(s)}{g(s)}.\cdot$




$\leq.\frac{1}{6\pi g(s)}.\int_{0}^{\pi}\cot\frac{t}{2}\cdot(.\frac{\int_{|\mathrm{s}-t|}^{\pi-|s+t-\pi|}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{I}1}\overline{\theta}_{n}(w)dw\cdot\int_{0}^{\mathrm{n}1\mathrm{i}_{11}(s,|\epsilon-t|)}1g(\tau v)\mathrm{r}t!ll\prime}{f_{0}^{|s-t|}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{I}1}\underline{\theta}_{7l}(uJ)(l\cdot w}$
.
$+ \oint_{|s-t|}^{\pi-|s+t-\pi|}.g(\cdot w)dw)\cdot\frac{dt}{\int_{0}^{\pi-|s+t-\pi|}\sin\underline{\theta}_{n}(w)dw}\cdot \mathrm{s}’\iota 11)\frac{\overline{\theta}_{k^{\backslash }}(_{6^{1}})-.\underline{\theta}_{\mathrm{A}}.(s\cdot)}{g(s)}0<s\leq\pi$.
$\frac{G(\overline{\theta}_{1l},\underline{\theta}_{l},,g)(s)}{g(9)}.\cdot \mathrm{s}\iota\iota \mathrm{p}.\frac{\overline{\theta}_{k}(s^{\backslash })-\underline{\theta}_{\mathrm{A}}.(s)}{g(s)}0<s\leq\pi$
’
$0<s. \leq\pi \mathrm{s}\iota\iota \mathrm{p}.\frac{\overline{\theta}_{k+1}-\underline{\theta}_{k*+1}}{g(s)}\leq \mathrm{S}11\mathrm{p}\frac{G(\overline{\theta}_{n},\underline{\theta}_{n},g)(s)}{g(s)}0<s\leq\pi$ . $0<s \leq\pi \mathrm{s}^{\backslash }\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}.\frac{\overline{\theta}_{\mathrm{A}}(s)-.\underline{\theta}_{\mathrm{A}}.(s^{i})}{g(_{\mathrm{b}})}$,
. , $n$







$G$ $J$ , $0<t\leq 6^{\cdot}$
$\dot{5}$
. $\leq t\leq\pi$ .
20000 , $n=54,$ $p=1\mathrm{S}$ ,
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